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REASONS FOR JUDGMENT
(Delivered Tuesday, 11th August 1987)


The Nominal Insurer is a body corporate entitled to sue, pursuant to Section 16 of the Workers' Compensation Act 1979, as amended, (The Act).



In the action it seeks to recover the sum	of
$13,521.50 from the defendant, that amount allegedly being a statutory debt payable by the defendant pursuant to Section 17E(b) of the Act. A short factual summary suffices to explain the cause of action.

The defendant has for some years operated a lawn farm near Berrimah where inter alia he grows lawn for removal and planting where it may be required. He also grows palm trees. He is essentially a self-made man. From time to time he uses casual labour, but essentially he relies on his own efforts. Early in
1982 he	met		a young	man,	Ian Davis, employed by the	Conservation Commission gardener at	Government House,	Darwin. was	then		laying		lawn		at	Government
 who	was		then working as		a The	defendant House.	Davis
expressed an interest in starting business on his own account and he discussed his prospects with the defendant. The latter counselled him as to the risks involved, particularly as to the limited security available to those who work for themselves - the lack of leave, insurance and the like. Davis'  enthusiasm was not dampened and he decided to take the plunge and
leave the Commission. defendant offered to
 A	friendship developed and
help Davis	establish himself
 the
by
giving him the	opportunity of an	income and	training
whilst he prepared for his	own venture as a	Landscape


Gardener. So it was that Davis came to work with the defendant, occasionally on the farm, but generally on outside contract projects. He had no guarantees of continual work, no obligation to work particular hours. He received remuneration of over $200 per week and worked, mainly in the Administrator's Office garden and the Overpass where lawns were being laid. They  had some future plans of coordinating future ventures, Davis doing labour intensive work such as landscaping, the defendant supplying lawns, trees and the like from his farm. The defendant did not regard Davis as an employee, he deducted no tax and as a layman he regarded the payments he made as assistance by way of work experience to a young man endeavouring to better himself with a view to future cooperation. Unhappily, the defendant was not aware of his obligation to insure under Section 18 of the Act in respect of his liability to those who worked for him and his liability to pay workers' compensation was not covered by a policy. In the course of his work Davis used the defendant's vehicle and at times his equipment. There is no doubt that the defendant directed his work and stipulated the tasks from time to time. The only finding open  is that, under the circumstances which eventuated, Davis was a workman within the meaning of section 6 of the Act, a document which does not recognize the efforts of benefactors to assist others.

Davis lived at	Nightcliff.	On the	13th May
1982 he set off to work at the defendant's farm.  He did not take the most direct route as he first took his
girl friend to work in the city - thus extending the length of  the  journey.   En route  the  driver  of  a
vehicle negligently turned across his path, a collision occurred and Davis sustained leg injuries which resulted in some permanent loss of full efficient function of one leg. The driver whose  negligence caused such injury was driving a vehicle which was neither registered nor insured. Davis consulted solicitors. Having ascertained that the vehicle was neither insured nor registered, those solicitors wrote to the Nominal Defendant giving notice of claim under the Motor Accidents (Compensation) Act 1979, supported by a letter from the defendant to establish their client's earnings at the time. But Section l0(b)  of the last mentioned Act provides that there is no entitlement under that Act where the claimant "is entitled to compensation in respect of that accident under  the  Workers'  Compensation  Act     "        Davis'
solicitors, apparently becoming aware of this, wrote to
the defendant by letter dated 11th August 1982 giving notice of claim to him as employer and requesting him to advise of his insurers or as to the absence of insurance. A short time later the defendant telephoned those  solicitors   and  informed   them  he   had   no

appropriate insurance cover.	They then directed		their client's	claim	to	the	plaintiff	in	this	action
(Exhibit P4),	which	arranged	for	an	assessor,
Mr McDonald, to investigate the claim in the course	of which	he	obtained	a	statement	from	the	defendant
(Exhibit P3)	in
understanding of
 which	he	explained the	arrangement.	"He
 his
was	in
 lay the
process of	registering his	own	business and	he	was
virtually self-employed as far as I was concerned, in that he was not entitled to holiday or sick payments from me". In that document he confirmed he was paying Davis "a basic wage of $250 per week---".

In December 1982 these solicitors issued an Application to the Workmens' Compensation Tribunal which was served on the defendant, who duly appeared on 10th January 1983, the return date. Davis' solicitors did not attend and the application was struck out. Eleven months later those solicitors took out an interlocutory application to reinstate the application. I find that again the defendant appeared in person but I can make no finding as to the order made. By this time Davis' solicitors were in negotiation with the plaintiff and on the 27th March 1984 the Registrar of the Tribunal recorded an agreement under Section 6N of the Act. The agreement was headed as in the original application (in which the defendant was respondent) but








the recital referred to an agreement between Davis and the Nominal Insurer. It recited that medical expenses and compensation had previously been paid to Davis in the sum of $8,143 and provided for payment of further compensation of $5,378, which included Davis' costs and schedule compensation in respect of 15% loss of efficient use of his lower left limb, in accordance with a report of Mr S.Baddeley, the surgeon who had supervised the treatment. The total of these  amounts is the sum claimed by the Nominal Insurer in these proceedings. The agreement was signed by  the solicitors for Davis and the Nominal Insurer and it was recorded. By virtue of Section 6N(6), upon being recorded it was "enforceable as if it were a determination of the Tribunal", not of course against the defendant who was not a party to it and who, I find, probably had no knowledge of it. So matters rested until these proceedings were instituted, which the defendant has defended in person.

Section 17A provides for claim for payment of compensation against the Nominal Insurer under circumstances which are embraced by the facts here
proved:


	A	claim	for	compensation	was	made against the defendant (Exhibit P4).









	The defendant's liability to pay compensation was not covered by a policy of insurance and no compensation was paid by the defendant for a period exceeding one month.



I am not satisfied that the Nominal Insurer gave ''notice in writing of the claim" to the defendant as required by Section 17A(3), but in my opinion its right to sue an employer for the statutory debt created by Section 17E(b) is not contingent upon such notice provided the Nominal Insurer pays an amount ''in respect of a liability of the defendant under the Act".  This it has done. The defendant was aware of the claim and its nature before final payment was made. That payment having been made the Nominal Insurer is, in my opinion, entitled to sue in this Court to recover the total payment it has made.


In Nominal Insurer v. Chandler (unreported 21st June 1983) Nader J. had cause to consider such	an action	for		recovery.		I	agree		with		His Honour's approach that		the		Nominal	Insurer in	this	type	of action must first		prove that the		payment made was	in respect of	a liability	of the		employer and	secondly that it		was			a		payment made		under		the		Act		i.e. as required by the provision of the Act.		In this exercise this Court must		have proof of		those matters, such	as








would have	been	required	to enable	the	workman	to succeed against the employer in the first instance.

Upon those facts and applying well-established authorities I find that at the time he suffered injury Davis was a workman working under a contract of service with the defendant. The discussion of the parties beforehand, the commendable motives of the defendant to assist Davis establish himself do not, in law, assist the defendant. He exercised some control, Davis was paid for the work he did, and the evidence relating to bonus prospects does not affect the position. The principles are enunciated in many cases which it is not necessary to examine. Queensland
Stations Pty.Ltd. v. Federal	Commissioner of	Taxation (1945)	70	CLR	539	@	545;		Humberstone v. Northern
Timber Mills (1949) 79	CLR 389@ 396;
Bros Pty.Ltd. (1955) 93 CLR 561@ 571.
 Zuiis v. Wirth



In setting out
 
the facts
 above I
 mentioned
that Davis
 had	taken
 his girl
 friend	to
 the
 city
en route to his work.	This involved a prolongation	of
the journey. Both routes were over bitumen  roads. There were no factors which, within the meaning of Section 8 of the Act affected ''the nature, extent, degree and content of the risk of accident" which cannot be  said to  have  been materially  ''changed or








increased by reason only of any such interruption or deviation". In Scobie v. K.D.Welding Co  Pty.ltd. (1959) 103 CLR 314 @ 322, Dixon CJ. commented  "Of course the mere prolongation of the period of time during which the worker was occupied between the two termini of his journey must, in a logical sense, cause an increased risk of injury; for it lengthens the time during which injury may occur. But that element is necessarily put out of account''.

I am satisfied therefore that Davis was entitled to have his situation assessed "as if the accident were an accident arising out of and in the course of his employment'' within the criteria provided by Section 8 of the Act.

I am also satisfied that the agreement recorded resulted in payment to Davis of compensation which included weekly payments, medical expenses and a lump sum for a scheduled injury computed in accordance with the Act, based upon the report of Mr Baddeley, who had undertaken his treatment which included surgery.

Thus the plaintiff has proved that the sum of
$13,521.50 claimed in this action represented payments made by  it  to  Davis in  respect  of  the  defendants



statutory liability and it was made (i.e. assessed)	in accordance with the provisions of the Act.

The plaintiff also claims interest pursuant to Section 84 of the Supreme Court Act. The Court  has a discretion as to such an award and as to period in respect of which it is payable. The payments of compensation were made over a period and I have commented that, upon the evidence before me, I am not satisfied that the defendant was given written notice of the plaintiff's claim as required by Section 17A(3) of the Act. In fact, there was little liaison between the plaintiff's solicitors and the defendant, who was put to some inconvenience in his attendances at Court to contest the compensation claim and succeeded in that it was struck out, only to be reinstated upon the application of the plaintiff's solicitors. These
factors are not,	in my	view, sufficient plaintiff interest,	but I	have determined
 to deny that
 the
such
interest should run from the date this action commenced
i.e on 29th April 1985 until the date of judgment, and I fix 12% as being the appropriate rate to attach to this statutory debt. Interest will be allowed in the sum of $3,707.48 and there will be judgment for the plaintiff in the sum of $17,228.98 and costs to be
taxed.

In conclusion I observe that the result of this action may reasonably be regarded as harsh, albeit it may be according to law. It results by reason of Section l0(b) of the Motor Accidents (Compensation) Act which disentitles a person, injured by the negligence of another on the roads, from the benefits of that Act when entitled to statutory compensation from his employer. I do not deal with the question as  to whether the defendant is entitled to claim indemnity from the negligent driver, but as the vehicle was not insured any such right may be of little value. But neither the defendant nor his work activities in any
way contributed employed Davis,
 to	Davis' injuries.	He basically, I	accept, to
 temporarily
further	the
latter's prospects of self-employment. error	in	his	understanding	that	as
 He had been	in
he	generally
employed only intermittent casual labourers he was	not
required to insure his liability to workmen, but it was perhaps an understandable error. But the fact that an employer's motivation in employing a person is 'benevolent' rather than for reasons of self-interest does not necessarily intrude upon the analysis of the legal relationships; as observed by Murphy J. in his dissenting judgment in Dietrich v. Dare (1979-80) 30 ALR 407@ 414.

